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For more information: usm.maine.edu/summer  |  (207) 780-5230
SUMMER SESSION
4-WEEK SESSIONS
May 21 – June 15
July 9 – August 3
7-WEEK SESSIONS
May 21 – July 6
July 9 – August 24
14-WEEK SESSION
May 21 – August 24
Registration begins March 1 through first class meetings
Study wherever you are. 
Choose from over 150 online courses.
2018-102
By Oscar Wilde
Directed by Andrew Harris
Box Office: (207) 780-5151, TTY 780-5646 
or visit usm.maine.edu/theatre
$8 students; $12 seniors/faculty/staff/
alumni; $16 general public
Friday, April 20 to Sunday, April 29, 2018
Main Stage, Russell Hall, USM Gorham Campus
Friday, April 20 at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 21 at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, April 22 at 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday, April 25 at 5:00 p.m.
Thursday, April 26 at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, April 27 at 10:00 a.m. – 
School Matinee (Grades 6 & up)
Friday, April 27 at 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday, April 28 at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, April 29 at 2:00 p.m.
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After hearing the recent news that a 
vote within the Student Senate to dis-
band the organization as an indepen-
dent 501(c)(3) status, I felt compelled 
to share my opinion, and I figured that 
there’s no better way to do this than 
through my letter to our readers.
With this change, the Student Sen-
ate, as well as all other Student Gov-
ernment Association (SGA) entities, 
including the Free Press, would fall 
under the umbrella of the university. 
In the past these entities have existed 
separately. The official proposal, num-
ber 46.23, only officially came about a 
few weeks ago, although the idea had 
been in discussion for several months.
The Student Senate allocates funding 
from the Student Activity Fee, which 
all students pay as part of their tuition. 
Under this proposal the Senate would 
still continue to be in control of those 
funds. However, the question remains 
what this means for the other entities 
that are now considered under univer-
sity control. 
What this decision appears to mean 
is that our newspaper may soon face a 
dramatic change. We call ourselves the 
Free Press for a reason, and we want to 
keep it that way. If the university were 
to suddenly be able to have control over 
what we publish, it will be a direct vio-
lation of our First Amendment right. 
We are a university newspaper in the 
fact that we report the news that’s rele-
vant to our direct community, including 
students, staff and faculty. As we have 
run as a separate entity from the uni-
versity, we have had the right to pub-
lish what we see deem newsworthy. It’s 
safe to say that we’ve published a few 
stories that may not paint the university 
in a positive light. However, our main 
goal as journalists is to simply publish 
the truth and inform our readers.
While what we publish may irritate 
some administrators, but no one can 
deny that we have a right to publish the 
facts. If there is something happening 
within the university that our commu-
nity has a right to know, it is our duty to 
provide a platform that people can go to 
as a way to stay informed.
We may just be students who are pro-
ducing a small university newspaper, 
but we are held to the same standards 
as bigger publications. We deserve to 
have the same rights. 
Not only could this decision impact 
what we can publish, but the access to 
our funding becomes unsure. While we 
are allotted a certain amount from the 
Student Activity Fee, we raise a lot of 
outside funding, especially from adver-
tising. 
This proposal is presented as a way 
to simplify the finances for the Student 
Senate and the SGA. Our funds would 
now transfer over to the university con-
trolled MaineStreet. While this propos-
al does not explicitly express that the 
university is going to have any direct 
control over these entities, it makes the 
possibility of that more likely.
There was a case recently at a Ken-
tucky university, where their student 
newspaper had abruptly half of their 
funding taken out of their reserves by 
the university to help their budget defi-
cit. 
USA Today reported that at the Uni-
versity of North Carolina-Asheville, 
students from their school newspa-
per had to have their questions for 
when they interviewed administrators 
screened by the public relations office, 
who would rewrite any questions they 
didn’t like. 
Faculty advisors from West Vir-
ginia’s Fairmont State University have 
been fired from their positions as a re-
sult of backlash from the university. In 
one instance it was because students 
had reported about a toxic mold prob-
lem that was making people sick in a 
dormitory.
What I fear is if the university has 
access or control to our funding, that 
there could be retaliation if we publish 
something that reflects the university in 
a negative way, even if it is one that is 
true. For this proposal to gain the sup-
port of the Free Press, there needs to be 
clear guidelines and rules stating that 
we will still be operating as a separate 
entity aside from how our finances are 
kept. If these guidelines aren’t clearly 
stated and the proposal remains too 
vague, that leaves the door open for the 
university to step in and control what 
we publish.
In my First Amendment class, we 
had a recent discussion about prior re-
straint, which is suppression of mate-
rial from being published on the basis 
that it is libelous or could cause harm. 
The Supreme Court has had numerous 
cases regarding prior restraint in which 
they have supported their ruling that it 
is unconstitutional, except for in ex-
treme cases, such as national security 
issues.
Restraining our right to publish is an 
outcome that I hope this proposal will 
not bring to the Free Press. I hope that 
throughout these changes to our finan-
cial system, that we can truly remain a 
“free” press.
The need for a 
truly free press
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Instead of being rewarded financially, 
academic internships offer experience and 
academic credit, while helping apply skills 
learned in college that can help further con-
nections in a student’s chosen field of study. 
Academic internships, which make use of 
course teachings, at USM are run through 
a course, and students can be placed in an 
internship throughout the semester. Non-
academic internships still offer experience, 
but doesn’t usually include academic cred-
it. However, it is still possible to get credit 
for an internship that doesn’t take place on 
campus. 
Internships are not typically used until 
the third or fourth year of college, and not 
all majors at USM offer or require intern-
ships. If a major doesn’t offer an internship, 
non-academic internships are available or 
a Career Advisor can work with students 
to find other possible opportunities. The 
departments that offer internships at USM 
include Art, English, Media Studies, Busi-
ness, Theatre, Political Science, Music, So-
ciology, Anthropology and Social work to 
name a few. Also, while not common and 
most are not available for academic credit, 
some internships can be a paid job. 
If an internship course is taken through 
USM, it follows the same guidelines as a 
regular course and includes a cost per cred-
it. Other internships can have a greater cost, 
but usually has greater benefits and out-
comes, like taking place in another part of 
the world or having a longer work period. 
To find an internship through USM, the 
USM Career Connections site on the cam-
pus portal can be used or meet with a Career 
Hub advisor who will help set up meetings 
with employers in a specific area of study. 
To find the Career Connections, log into the 
campus portal and click on the blue cube. 
Afterwards, enter in specific requirements 
and information to find the perfect intern-
ship. This will involve submitting cover 
letters, resumes, interviews, and everything 
needed for a normal job interview. 
While working an internship, students 
can make a network of contacts that can be 
used for future employment or as recom-
mendations. To get academic credit for an 
internship, there are specific requirements 
and varying credit hours. To find out the 
specific requirements for each internship, 
students can contact the internship coor-
dinator for their specific academic depart-
ment. These advisors are available to an-
swer questions and to inform students about 
the process of applying for an internship. 
Some of the requirements for internships 
include certain prerequisite courses, having 
a minimum GPA of 2.33 or higher, filling 
out approval forms or working a certain 
Current Student Body President, Chase 
Hewitt, attempted to veto a recent proposal, 
number 46.23, that was voted upon by the Stu-
dent Senate. The proposal in question would 
allow for the Student Senate and the Student 
Government Association (SGA) to move their 
finances from their own separate business of-
fice, to the USM business office. 
Hewitt’s concerns of this proposal arose 
from the short length of the document, which 
is approximately a half page, and how Student 
Senators were told they could not abstain from 
voting on this proposal, to which Hewitt has 
done research to find that it was against pro-
tocol. 
Trevor Hustus, Chair of the Student Senate, 
explained that with this proposal the Student 
Senate is trying to move all of their finance 
accounts to under the umbrella of the univer-
sity, which would save them approximately 
$20,000 a year. Under this new system, the 
Student Senate, the SGA and all of its entities 
would be using the same software program. 
All the finances would move to being online 
on MaineStreet. 
The process of creating this proposal, Hus-
tus stated, began a year and a half ago when 
Humza Khan was Student Body President. 
Khan worked with multiple USM administra-
tors to discuss how the Student Senate’s and 
the SGA’s finances were set up.
Once he came into the role as Chair, Hustus 
continued to work on the proposal. He worked 
alongside Nancy Griffin, Vice President of 
Enrollment Management & Student Affairs, 
and  Buster Neel, Interim Chief Financial Of-
ficer, as well as Justin Swift, USM Financial 
Manager, and Rodney Mondor, Dean of Stu-
dents. 
“If for some reason the Student Senate or 
SGA is sued, the university is not technically 
supposed to be providing legal council for 
them,” Hustus stated. “Moving to the system 
that we passed recently, we will have the en-
tire army of lawyers and university employees 
to protect us from litigation.”
After the Student Senate meeting on March 
23, where this proposal was voted on, Hewitt 
worked on drafting a proposal to veto it. He 
stated that he did not want to rush into submit-
ting a veto and he wanted to consider what all 
of the options were. 
Hewitt said that the proposal was too 
short and too ambiguous and disagreed with 
the Senate’s vote to disband themselves as a 
501(c)(3) organization, which would connect 
their finances to the university. He sent in a 
formal proposal to veto, but learned soon after 
that he had missed the deadline to do so. 
As Student Body President, Hewitt cannot 
vote on Student Senate proposals, but he does 
have the power to veto them. However, the 
veto submission has to be sent in within seven 
days after the vote to go into effect.
Since Hewitt did still submit the veto, the 
Student Senate will be addressing it at their 
next meeting. He has asked for an emergency 
meeting to discuss the matter of his veto and 
to express his concerns to the Student Senate. 
A tentative date for this is set for Thursday, 
April 12. 
One of the main concerns that Hewitt ad-
dresses in his veto is that Senators were told 
that they could not abstain from the vote by 
the Parliamentarian, Tyler Soucy. In response, 
Hewitt looked through the Student Sen-
ate Constitution, Robert’s Rules of Order, a 
guidebook for parliamentary procedures that 
the Student Senate bases their meetings on, 
and USM’s shared Governance Constitution. 
In these documents, Hewitt found nothing that 
explained an instance where voters could not 
abstain.
Under Article Eight of Robert’s Rules of 
Order Online, in regards to abstaining from 
voting it states, “While it is the duty of every 
member who has an opinion on the question to 
express it by his vote, yet he cannot be com-
pelled to do so. He may prefer to abstain from 
voting, though he knows the effect is the same 
as if he voted on the prevailing side.”
Hustus stated that there were three or four 
Senators he believed were planning on ab-
staining, out of the 15 current members. Some 
wanted to abstain because they did not com-
pletely understand the proposal.
“People weren’t really asking questions so I 
didn’t know what they didn’t understand, and 
I couldn’t explain it more to them,” Hustus 
stated.
On this proposal that was voted on, three 
signatures are listed at the bottom, includ-
ing the Student Body President, Chair of the 
Senate, and the President of USM. So far two 
of the three signatures have been completed, 
but Hewitt refuses to sign. However, Hustus 
stated that President Cummings and himself 
are the only ones who actually need to sign 
the proposal.
“I put Chase’s name on there to have him 
sign just to make things more clean, so every-
body feels like they’re being heard,” Hustus 
stated. “However, I definitely hear his con-
cerns about some of the lack of understanding 
amongst some Senators, and I want to make 
sure that everybody is on the same page.”
In planning this proposal, Hustus conversed 
with other schools in the University of Maine 
System that had a similar set-up. Represen-
tatives from the University of Maine Farm-
ington and University of Maine Machias in-
formed Hustus that they had no concerns with 
their current system. Hustus stated that five 
out of the seven University of Maine schools 
have the same system that the Student Senate 
is in the process of moving to.
Moving forward with his concerns about 
the proposal, Hewitt will be addressing the 
Student Senate directly.
“My goal is to keep the conversation going, 
to encourage everyone in the Student Senate, 
the SGA, and all of its entities, to encourage 
them to keep talking about it. I want this to 
happen in a way where we are all on the same 
page and we all know what the outcome will 
be,” Hewitt stated.
Student Body President attempts to veto proposal
Chase Hewitt questions whether voting procedures were broken
Julie Pike
Editor-in-chief
The benefits and rewards of student internships
Experience, academic credit, and readiness for future careers
Jessica Pike
Staff Writer
See INTERNSHIPS on page 5
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Last week USM received a new Chief of 
Police/Director of Public Safety & Secu-
rity, Noel March, who took over for Interim 
Chief of Police, Ronald Saindon. 
March has substantial experience work-
ing with law enforcement in Maine. He 
has worked as the Sheriff of Cumberland 
County, the Chief of Police at the Universi-
ty of Maine (UMO), the 39th U.S. Marshal 
for the district of Maine and has instructed 
classes on a variety of legal topics. 
March’s experience at UMO garnered the 
attention of administrators within the Hu-
man Resources department at USM. After 
finishing a rigorous search process and a 
series of interviews, March was ultimately 
selected by President Glenn Cummings 
and University of Maine Chancellor, James 
Page.  
This transition has coincided with a 
change in administration dynamics at 
USM. In the past, the department of Public 
Safety was administered by Interim Chief 
Business Officer, Buster Neel from the Fi-
nance and Administration department. Now 
March will be overseen by Nancy Griffin, 
Vice President of Enrollment Management 
and Student Affairs. This shift occurred in 
an attempt to have the Public Safety depart-
ment be more connected to USM students. 
Griffin stated that USM is making efforts 
to adopt a “community policing” model. 
She is optimistic that March will be able 
to meet these needs. She added that, “Noel 
March has a wealth of experience in this 
area. He will model our service promise, 
student focused every day.” March plans to 
achieve this through community events.
While at UMO he implemented multiple 
successful outreach programs. One of his 
programs called, “Campus eyes” sought to 
increase community policing by creating a 
service that allows students to report crimes 
anonymously. This is part of his community 
policing ideology that he hopes to bring to 
USM. March explained the concept, “Com-
munity policing is a philosophy in our pro-
fession. It’s an approach to our responsi-
bilities that includes partnerships, problem 
solving and organizational change.” 
March hopes to achieve similar results 
and to expand community involvement at 
USM. He stated that, “The more connec-
tions we can make, the greater the network 
of relationships of trust and rapport and mu-
tual respect, the safer we will all be.” Griffin 
acknowledged this sentiment by comment-
ing that, “You will see him [March] and his 
staff at our events and out on campus meet-
ing the members of the USM community.”
In the past, March has made serious ef-
forts to connect with his community by 
volunteering extensively and working with 
non-profit groups. He was the former chair 
of LifeFlights, a non-profit organization that 
provides critical care service to Mainers; 
co-directed the UMO program “Badges For 
Baseball,” a program that seeks to assist un-
derserved youth; advised the student group 
“Male Athletes Against Violence;” created 
the “Student Community Service Corps,” a 
work study program that sought to spread 
knowledge and monitor the camus; and is 
part of the National Guard Auxiliary. 
According to March, police officers 
should work to educate the public. He 
stated, “I view university police officers 
and our communication officers as educa-
tors first and enforcers last—if a summons 
is written or an arrest is made that means 
that all other options have failed.” March 
refers to himself as a lifelong learner. This 
claim is supported through an assortment of 
educational achievements. He has earned 
an M.A. in Peace and Reconciliation from 
UMO, a B.S. in Organization & Leadership 
from the University of New England and a 
certificate in Mediation from USM. 
March has also taught in a variety of set-
tings, he has been invited to speak in Russia, 
Canada, Bulgaria and Peru. He has worked 
as an adjunct instructor at University of 
Maine Augusta and the Maine Criminal 
Justice Academy, as well as in restorative 
justice and community policing programs. 
March wants to ensure that every mem-
ber of the USM community feels valued 
and respected. He stated, “I will accept no 
measure of bias prejudice favoritism or un-
ethical conduct among any member of the 
USM Department of Public Safety.” He is 
an ally of the LGBTQ+ community and a 
member of the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). 
As an advocate for these communities, he 
has given lectures on implicit bias so of-
ficers will think more critically about their 
social positions and interactions with citi-
zens. March stated that self-awareness is an 
essential aspect of being a police officer. 
USM administration is optimistic about 
the upcoming changes. Griffin stated, “I am 
thrilled Noel March has joined our commu-
nity, he is student-centered and community 
focused. We are fortunate he has agreed 
to serve in this key leadership position at 
USM.”
USM welcomes new Chief of Police, Noel March
Bringing a student-centered and community focused approach
Ben Theriault
Staff Writer
amount of hours, which usually 140 hours. 
Only nine credits can be used towards 
graduation with each internship being one 
to three credits each, but students can have 
multiple or longer internships to help earn 
credits. 
A new program that is offered by the Ca-
reer and Employment Hub to help students 
with getting internships is the USM Career 
Exploration (Maine Economic Improve-
ment Fund (MEIF) Funded) Internship 
Program. This program accepts applica-
tions from both student and employers, 
and matches them based on the compatibil-
ity of the answers provided. However, this 
program is geared more towards the Sci-
ence, Technology, Engineering and Math 
(STEM) students, but can still be helpful 
for building a resume, writing a cover let-
ter and make employee contacts. Students 
have a higher success rate and are satis-
fied to have taken an internship given the 
chance.
A survey by USM was administered in 
the fall of 2015 to see the effectiveness of 
internships on students, which showed an 
overall positive outcome. The survey can 
be found on the USM website under the 
internships tab of the Career and Employ-
ment Hub. Also part of the survey is quotes 
from students about their experience with 
internships, and how it helped.
“I loved interning in this setting - It 
definitely gave me stronger writing skills 
and ultimately got me hired full time. I 
now have a salaried position doing a job I 
love and feel confident and supported in!” 
said Lexi, an intern at The Committee for 
Ranked Choice Voting.
 Applying for an internship can poten-
tially help students to advance faster to-
wards graduation, and ultimately, employ-
ment. 
Lauren Kennedy / Director of Photography
Noel March, USM’s new Chief of Police, comes with a backgrond in law enforcement in 
Maine, including work as the Sheriff of Cumberland County and the 39th U.S. Marshall for 
the district of Maine.
From INTERNSHIPS on page 4
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USM’s Center for Sexualities and Gen-
der Diversity (CSGD) and the Multicul-
tural Student Affairs center hosted an all-
gender all-culture free clothing swap in 
Woodbury on Wednesday, April 4. Starting 
with hundreds of pounds of clothing and 
ending up with less than half, the swap was 
a huge success, according to event orga-
nizer Kaitlin O’Connor. 
The clothing swap was O’Connor’s in-
dependent project for the CSGD. Both the 
CSGD and the Multicultural center give 
students who either have work study or are 
graduate assistants the opportunity to put 
on an event of their choosing. For example, 
another student hosted an UNO game night 
on Wednesday.
O’Connor had the idea for the clothing 
swap immediately, she said. Inspired by a 
free book swap she had been a part of in 
Austin, TX, she wanted to apply the same 
idea to things that people really need. For 
a while she collected clothing herself from 
clothing dumpsters that she was aware of, 
until she heard that the Casco Bay High 
School was having a clothing sale. They 
agreed to donate everything they didn’t 
sell, and greatly contributed to the supply. 
On the day of the event, O’Connor said 
that the other members of the CSGD and 
the Multicultural Center were a big help. 
They helped her bring in the clothes, or-
ganize them, and provided input which 
helped the event evolve as it was happen-
ing. As the clothing spread out on the ta-
bles dwindled, the team brought out more 
to fill the gaps. While some people came 
empty handed, others showed up with sev-
eral bags full of clothes to swap. 
Some students had asked if they could 
they come in and ‘steal’ something without 
offering anything in return, O’Connor said. 
“You’re not stealing, it’s freely given,” she 
said in response. She added that the pur-
pose of the event was less a barter system, 
and more an invitation for people to bring 
what they didn’t have and contribute to the 
community.
When asked why she didn’t charge for 
the clothing, O’Connor said that it never 
even occurred to her. “I firmly believe that 
we can sustain ourselves with cooperation 
and community,” she stated. “We can share 
what we don’t need and support ourselves.” 
Since the event had such a positive re-
action and was such a success, the CSGD 
plans to hold another swap in November. If 
students are interested in getting involved 
with either the CSGD or the Multicultural 
center, both offices are located in Wood-
bury Campus Center. 
CSGD free clothing swap a huge success
Promoting community support and free trade at USM
Kate Rogers
Staff Writer
ABC News – The Los Ange-
les Rams have become the first 
NFL to hire male cheerleaders for 
their spirit squad. Quinton Peron 
and Napoleon Jinnies, are both 
professionally trained dancers 
from California and will perform 
alongside the female dancers.
“I thought, ’Why not me? Why 
can’t I do this?’” Perron said in 
an interview with Good Morning 
America.
Two other NFL teams, the Bal-
timore Ravens and Indianapolis 
Colts, have men who help per-
form stunts, but are not dancers 
as Peron and Jinnies will be. The 
two made it through the gruel-
ing three week audition process, 
where 76 finalists competed for a 
spot on the 40 person squad.
“They were unlike anything 
I’ve ever been to. I’m used to get-
ting a call after or an email,” Jin-
nies said, referring to other audi-
tions. “This one was about three 
weeks long and we had a bunch 
of rehearsals in between and an 
extensive interview process, but 
it was really humbling and amaz-
ing to be invited every time you 
came back.”
The LA Rams Cheer Captain 
said that the two men were chosen 
to join their team for more than 
just their dancing abilities, stat-
ing that they were intelligent, elo-
quent, and that they bring a great 
energy to their performances.
A weekly uplifting and 
positive story to start 
your week off right.
Nora Ibrahim / Staff Writer
Nora Ibrahim / Staff Writer
For students who missed the all-gender, all-culture clothing swap, the CSGD plans on 
hosting this event again in November.
Arts&Culture USM Jazz Ensemble / 8 Movie Talk: Bright / 9
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Understanding Cultural Connections at USM
The diversity and value in student communities across campus 
“Culture makes people understand each 
other better. And if they understand each other 
better in their soul, it is easier to overcome the 
economic and political barriers. But first they 
have to understand that their neighbor is, in the 
end, just like them, with the same problems, 
the same questions.”   – Paulo Coelho 
In an article published by the New Yorker 
in December 2014, author Joshua Rothman 
investigated the definition and meaning 
of the word “culture.” It is a complicated 
word in that includes so many different 
aspects of life such as gender, race, place of 
birth and education. In the article Rothman 
writes, “It goes without saying that ‘culture’ 
is a confusing word, this year or any year. 
Merriam-Webster offers six definitions for 
it…The problem is that ‘culture’ is more than 
the sum of its definitions. If anything, its value 
as a word depends on the tension between 
them.” Culture is more than just demographic 
information that makes up who you are. It also 
includes how those differences interact and 
compete with one another. In a setting such 
as USM, the collaboration between cultures 
ultimately lays the foundation for how well 
information is spread, shared and accepted.  
There are many different cultures present 
here at USM, and most of them have some 
kind of organization or representation on 
campus. Religion, ethnicity and gender all can 
have an impact on how we interact and share 
information with each other. It is important to 
know and understand some of the minority 
groups, and their nuances, that are present 
at USM and how to use that information 
to increase community engagement and 
diversity.
Religious groups are a strong part of the 
USM community and provide deep roots for 
supporting students who are struggling to find 
their moral compass. Some of the different 
religious and spiritual groups that provide 
ordained chaplains and spiritual advisors 
here at USM are Catholic, Christian, Jewish, 
Muslim, Native American and Pagan. Some 
of those also have student organizations and 
interfaith programs that exist within those 
religious groups, in order to connect people 
with a religious identity with others who share 
the same traditions, backgrounds or spiritual 
interests.
Southern Maine Hillel is a non-profit 
organization that supports a community for 
Jewish students on the campuses of USM, 
UNE, MECA and SMCC. Ariel Bernstein is 
the 32-year-old Director of Southern Maine 
Hillel and outlined some of the issues with 
Jewish culture that stand out in a college 
setting.
“One of the biggest issues faced by many 
Jewish students on college campuses is 
working out how to observe holidays when 
there is a class or test that is scheduled that 
they feel they can’t miss,” Bernstein said. 
“Many students have a hard time navigating 
how to advocate for themselves to be able to 
observe their holiday while balancing school.”
Southern Maine Hillel offers celebrations, 
interfaith and social programs, community 
outreach and assistance for students having 
trouble trying to navigate college life. 
Religious groups like Southern Maine Hillel 
are there for students of similar religious and 
spiritual backgrounds but also emphasize the 
importance of connection and communication 
with people of different faiths. Bernstein 
ended by saying, “I think events that bring us 
together to share our traditions and cultures 
with one another is a wonderful way to 
build relationships and understanding.” This 
ideology of remaining open to other cultures 
while remaining part of your own is at the 
heart of intercultural relations.
Other religious groups also highlight 
the value of exploring and searching for 
answers in other cultures besides their own. 
The Christian Navigators is an international 
Christian organization with a student group 
at USM. The Navigators is a community of 
students, staff and other young people from 
southern Maine who are united in their passion 
to know, love and become more like Jesus 
Christ. They emphasize that they love and 
care for one another on many levels but also 
want to remain open and willing to connect 
and share with people outside their culture. 
C.P. Brown, the Campus Director of USM’s 
Christian Navigators, said that while they are 
united by their passion to understand Jesus, 
“our community happily welcomes many that 
are still exploring their faith and searching for 
answers.” He points out that Jesus said that his 
followers, “will be known by their love for one 
another” and that the Navigator community 
does their best to live this out.  
Culture can include non-spiritual aspects 
as well, such as ethnicity or place of birth. 
These can be strong factors in determining 
how a person defines their self and what their 
needs are to be culturally comfortable and 
connected on a college campus. Places of birth 
and language connect people from different 
countries and backgrounds allowing them 
to form a separate versions of their original 
cultures. Latinx is a gender neutral term 
used to describe all people of full or partial 
origin or ancestry of a country or countries 
where Spanish or Portuguese is the dominant 
language living in the Western Hemisphere. 
One of the attractions to identifying with 
groups like Latix is that labels such as “Latino” 
and “Latina” are replaced with a broader, less 
specific term. This is a new group at USM, 
that is made up of different collaborating Latin 
cultures which help Latin people maintain 
their connection to traditions and values while 
living in a new setting.
Nicholas Vincenty-Castanon is an 
undergraduate English major here at USM and 
is a part of the Latinx movement. He asserts 
that Latinx culture is a growing demographic 
that has established an important presence in 
the academic and professional worlds, but still 
has obstacles to overcome.
Vincenty-Castanon says that sometimes 
people’s expectations change once they find 
out he is Latinx in a college setting. “They 
either hold you to a lower standard and expect 
you to fail and become another statistic, or they 
expect you to be phenomenal and outshine 
your white peers because public perception 
is that you are one of the few people from 
your ethnicity to make it this far,” Vincenty-
Castanon said.
Vincenty-Castanon outlines the importance 
of empathy and the ability to put oneself in 
another’s shoes in order to leave the lines of 
communication open and accessible.
“Listen to our voices, come to our group’s 
events, and just be open-minded,” Vincenty-
Castanon says. “We all view people through 
our own specific lens and we need to shatter 
that lens in order to understand people who 
have lived through a different reality than we 
have.”
This ability to connect with peers of 
different demographics and backgrounds 
allows the true potential of a university to 
shine through onto its students and faculty. 
This idea of shattering the lens that we see the 
world through opens up the scope and view 
of what can enter and alter our consciousness.
Other social norms and nuance differences 
in culture such as greeting with a kiss or 
breastfeeding in public are also present in 
the argument of culture. How do we identify 
cultural differences if we don’t know what to 
look for? The idea of cultural literacy emerges 
as a tool for students and educators to better 
connect and understand different populations 
and identities on modern college campuses.
Sam Margolin
Staff Writer
“Listen to our voices, come to our group’s events, and just be open-
minded. We all view people through our own specific lens and we 
need to shatter that lens in order to understand people who have 
lived through a different reality than we have.”
- Nicholas Vincenty-Castanon
USM undergraduate, member of Latinx Student Alliance
“Our community happily 
welcomes many that are 
still exploring their faith and 
searching for answers.”
- C.P. Brown
Campus Director of USM Christian 
Navigators
Read the rest online:
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The third annual Big Band Ballroom Bash 
filled Costello Gymnasium on Friday, April 6 
as a trifecta between Student Activities, the 
Athletics Department and the USM School of 
Music. Christopher Oberholtzer, Director of 
Jazz Studies at USM, conducted the Portland 
Jazz Orchestra (PJO) and the USM Jazz 
Ensemble. Sophomore Katie Oberholtzer, 
Christopher’s daughter, and freshman Alex 
Ouellette were the night’s two singers, 
alternating sets between USM and the PJO.
In the first hour of the night, Ballroom 
Dance Portland’s Ramon Martinez Campos 
and Polina Kirillova lead the group in 
introductory practice. The show started at 
7 p.m., with sets alternating between the 
PJO and the USM Jazz Ensemble. During 
breaks in the music, Campos and Krillova 
performed professional dances to the room’s 
enraptured gaze.
Oberholtzer and Ouellette, who are both 
from the School of Music, starred as solo 
vocalists accompanying many of the songs.
Katie stated, “I’ve been around Jazz 
forever.” When asked about her experience 
as a Jazz vocalist, she responded, “I just 
love it. Everyone in my family has been so 
supportive [of her musical career].”
Christopher organized the first Big Band 
Ballroom Bash at USM three years ago. 
Big Band refers to a state of jazz music 
characterized by multiple musicians playing a 
full jazz orchestra, including trumpets, drums 
and saxophone. From the 1930s through the 
‘50s Big Band jazz was a prominent form 
of entertainment, and traveling bands were 
a fixture of social events. The size of such 
bands were a necessity back then, as without 
a Public Address system they needed some 
way of filling the venues with sound.
Some in the crowd came to try a new 
venue, and because they love to dance. 
Laura Smith came with several members 
of Ballroom Dance Portland, a study where 
Campos and Krillova teach classes. She 
enjoys the experience of dancing with live 
music, and says “You have to go with the 
players differently [than recorded music] as 
they play around [with the melody].”
The PJO has played at the Bash every 
year since it was first held in 2015. “We’re 
more than happy to be here,” said Brad 
Ciechomski, who has played drums since the 
Orchestra’s founding in 2004. They perform 
at One Longfellow St. every third Thursday 
of the month and actively support local 
school music programs. The PJO also hosts 
a local high school band monthly to perform 
between breaks in sets on a professional 
stage.
The PJO was created for three reasons, 
Ciechomski stated,“to continue the legacy 
of Big Band music, provide a vehicle for 
the riders and bring in outside artists and 
musicians.”
USM students supporting peers in the 
music program created much of the energy in 
the room. Savannah Vermette, a sophomore 
social and behavioral sciences major, lead a 
group of her friends from the tables where 
they were sitting right up to the very front 
of the orchestra as Oberholtzer began to 
sing. “Friends support friends... so get up 
and dance!” Vermette said as Oberholtzer 
serenaded the room with “A-Tisket, 
A-Tasket”
While attendance was not significantly 
lower than last year, several attendees thought 
the event would have benefited from a higher 
headcount. “More people need to know,” said 
Josh Bloom, a freshman and member of USM 
track team. Walking through Upton-Hastings 
dormitory, friends of his asked where he was 
headed. When Bloom mentioned the Bash, 
they balked. “They think it’s a bunch of old 
people and they don’t think it’s gonna be fun, 
but it is,” he stated. “If more people were 
open to it, they’d come.”
Abedom Harden, a freshman health 
science major, shared his story. “I walked in 
here thinking ballroom dancing was boring. 
I met the whole cast, and in the end, I fell 
in love.” From now on, Harden says, “I will 
ballroom dance.”
“It’s a different way to have fun,” said 
Bloom. “There’s no pressure to dance a 
certain way like there is at other dances.” 
But, he added, “It’s only going to be fun if 
people come out.”
The Big Band Ballroom Bash was 
sponsored by University Credit Union. 
Events coming up with the School of Music 
include the USM Jazz Combos Concert on 
April 10 at 7 p.m at One Longfellow Sq., 
Portland and the 41 Annual Honors Recital 
on Saturday April 14 at 8 p.m. To see the 
complete calendar of events for the rest of the 
semester, visit usm.maine.edu/music.
Warning, spoilers.
The movie Bright is a social commentary about the state 
of  society. The Netflix original movie that was released 
on December 22 of last year. Bright is set in a world where 
humans live alongside several mythical races such as orcs, 
elves, dwarves and fairies. While the humans in the Bright 
universe serve as a social middle class, the orcs are a lower 
social class and the elves are a high social class. The movie 
features talents such as Will Smith playing Daryl Ward, a 
police officer who has just returned to work after being shot 
in the line of duty, and Joel Edgerton, who plays Nick Jakoby, 
the nation’s first orcish police officer, and also Daryl’s partner 
on the police force.
Bright begins with a scene showing Daryl getting shot by an 
Orc while on patrol with Nick. Soon after Nick starts chasing 
the perpetrator on foot, but the perpetrator gets away. The 
following scene shows Daryl in his house, some time later, 
fully recovered and getting ready for his first day back on the 
police force. Soon after Nick shows up and picks up Daryl and 
his daughter, who is going to her grandmother’s house for the 
day. Once Daryl brings his daughter into her grandmother’s 
house she tells him that she wishes he wasn’t a cop, because 
she thinks that being Nick’s partner is going to get him killed.
When Daryl gets to work he goes to the locker room to put 
on his uniform and he is confronted by several other police 
officers on the force. They tell him that he should try to get 
Nick fired, as they feel that Nick is more loyal to orcs than the 
police force, and that if he got Daryl shot, there’s no promise 
that he won’t get someone else on the force killed. Even after 
standing up for Nick in the locker room, he asks to no longer be 
partners with him privately, to which he is refused. 
Soon Daryl and Nick go on patrol, where they pass by a 
group of orcs on the street. When this happens Daryl starts 
berating Nick, bringing up the fact that he was shot and asking 
Nick if he is an orc, or a police officer first. Nick responds by 
saying that he has wanted to be a police officer since he was 
a child, and that it isn’t fair to treat him the way he is being 
treated just because he is an orc.
Eventually Daryl and Nick respond to a call and go to a 
house, where they get into an exchange of gunfire, after the 
exchange they enter the house where the gunfire was coming 
from. In the house they find symbols related to the inferni, a 
group of renegade elves whose goal is to bring about the return 
of the dark lord using three magic wands. As they scope out the 
house they find an elf girl named Tikka who has a magic wand. 
Daryl and Nick then take the girl and the wand into custody 
and ask for backup. When the backup comes they try to take 
the wand for themselves so they can try to kill Nick so they 
don’t have to have him on the police force anymore, but Daryl 
and Nick escape with the girl and the wand.
Upon rumors of a wand in the town getting out, a human 
gang, an orc gang, and the inferni try to track down and attack 
Daryl and Nick who are already running from the rest of 
Bright: a societal statement
Jazz ensemble and dance draws a crowd
Cooper-John Trapp
Staff Writer
Katelyin Rice  / Staff Photograher
USM’s School of Music Jazz Ensemble teamed with the Portland Jazz Orchestra to give a traditional big band jazz performance at the 
Field House on the USM Gorham campus. 
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Want to submit an event?
maryellen@usmfreepress.org
Monday, April 9





USM Jazz Combos Concert
One Longfellow Square
Starts: 7:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 11




Starts: 5:00 p.m. 
Thursday, April 12
The Ukulele Orchestra of Great Britian
Merrill Auditorium
20 Myrtle Street
Starts: 7:30 p.m. / Ends: 9:00 p.m.
Friday, April 13






A Contemporary Flamenco Performance, El 
Lobo y La Paloma (The Wolf and The Dove)
South Portland Auditorium
637 Highland Ave
Starts: 7:00 p.m. / Ends: 8:30 p.m.
What caught your eyes and ears this week? Let us know! maryellen@usmfreepress.org
Warning, spoilers.
The movie Bright is a social commentary about the state 
of  society. The Netflix original movie that was released 
on December 22 of last year. Bright is set in a world where 
humans live alongside several mythical races such as orcs, 
elves, dwarves and fairies. While the humans in the Bright 
universe serve as a social middle class, the orcs are a lower 
social class and the elves are a high social class. The movie 
features talents such as Will Smith playing Daryl Ward, a 
police officer who has just returned to work after being shot 
in the line of duty, and Joel Edgerton, who plays Nick Jakoby, 
the nation’s first orcish police officer, and also Daryl’s partner 
on the police force.
Bright begins with a scene showing Daryl getting shot by an 
Orc while on patrol with Nick. Soon after Nick starts chasing 
the perpetrator on foot, but the perpetrator gets away. The 
following scene shows Daryl in his house, some time later, 
fully recovered and getting ready for his first day back on the 
police force. Soon after Nick shows up and picks up Daryl and 
his daughter, who is going to her grandmother’s house for the 
day. Once Daryl brings his daughter into her grandmother’s 
house she tells him that she wishes he wasn’t a cop, because 
she thinks that being Nick’s partner is going to get him killed.
When Daryl gets to work he goes to the locker room to put 
on his uniform and he is confronted by several other police 
officers on the force. They tell him that he should try to get 
Nick fired, as they feel that Nick is more loyal to orcs than the 
police force, and that if he got Daryl shot, there’s no promise 
that he won’t get someone else on the force killed. Even after 
standing up for Nick in the locker room, he asks to no longer be 
partners with him privately, to which he is refused. 
Soon Daryl and Nick go on patrol, where they pass by a 
group of orcs on the street. When this happens Daryl starts 
berating Nick, bringing up the fact that he was shot and asking 
Nick if he is an orc, or a police officer first. Nick responds by 
saying that he has wanted to be a police officer since he was 
a child, and that it isn’t fair to treat him the way he is being 
treated just because he is an orc.
Eventually Daryl and Nick respond to a call and go to a 
house, where they get into an exchange of gunfire, after the 
exchange they enter the house where the gunfire was coming 
from. In the house they find symbols related to the inferni, a 
group of renegade elves whose goal is to bring about the return 
of the dark lord using three magic wands. As they scope out the 
house they find an elf girl named Tikka who has a magic wand. 
Daryl and Nick then take the girl and the wand into custody 
and ask for backup. When the backup comes they try to take 
the wand for themselves so they can try to kill Nick so they 
don’t have to have him on the police force anymore, but Daryl 
and Nick escape with the girl and the wand.
Upon rumors of a wand in the town getting out, a human 
gang, an orc gang, and the inferni try to track down and attack 
Daryl and Nick who are already running from the rest of 
the police force. Several times Daryl, Nick and Tikka have 
encounters with these multiple groups. This part of the movie 
is a good way of showing that while some people may have a 
stereotypical idea of what a bad person may look like, it is not 
just one group of people who are inherently bad, or good, and 
that you can find different types of people throughout all layers 
of our society.
Eventually Tikka gets hurt, and the only way to heal her 
is to bring her to the Inferni’s base, when they do they are 
confronted by the Inferni, eventually Nick and Daryl win the 
fight against the Inferni, but in the process of getting healed, 
Tikka disappears.
Though Bright is a very good movie, it begins to tell some 
elements of the story but leaves out some important details. 
Bright introduces some concepts, such as how different races 
than the three mentioned impact the society, but these concepts 
seem as though they won’t be properly explained until the 
sequel.
Despite having some issues, Bright does a great job of 
showing race issues that can easily be related to the real world. 
The movie shows these issues in a way that is important and 
doesn’t trivialize them. Bright shows the different levels of 
the current society by using a dynamic of orcs, humans and 
elves which reflect different social and economic systems, and 




Photo courtesy of Netflix
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Letter to the Editor
Recognizing the value of USM student employees 
As we enter into our celebration of student 
Employee Appreciation Week, a national 
event that we are now celebrating here at 
USM, we would like to draw attention to 
our roughly 1,400 student employees.  Stu-
dents who hold on-campus jobs while jug-
gling school, work, clubs and other activi-
ties. Our students are rock stars! Student 
employees at USM give invaluable service 
to nearly every campus department and we 
are pleased to shine a light on them. USM 
students hold positions such as student tu-
tors, lab assistants, journalists, photogra-
phers, tour guides and student associates.
But what does this mean for USM? For 
students, it means developing time man-
agement skills, improving communication 
skills and other career readiness skills as 
well as building relationships on-campus. 
For faculty and staff, it means improving re-
tention and developing deeper connections 
with our students. Regardless of your po-
sition at USM, working on-campus means 
establishing strong connections.
According to the online publication, In-
side Higher Ed, “The Impact of Student 
Employment” is more than just paying 
college bills and holding a job on-campus, 
student employment positively impacts 
students’ academic performance for the 
better.” At USM, the Student Employment 
Specialist conducted a survey of all work-
study students during the fall of 2017 and 
found overwhelmingly positive results from 
students who are developing projects re-
lated to their majors. Seventy-eight percent 
of students identified that their work-study 
job helped them develop better time man-
agement skills and 85 percent of students 
identified that their work-study job helped 
them work with individuals from different 
backgrounds. Some offices were mentioned 
in the survey on several occasions such as 
EcoReps, Learning Commons, Ci2Lab and 
Athletics. Students in these departments are 
working independently on projects focused 
on sustainability, technology, creativity 
and innovation. For the most part, students 
at USM are pleased with their on-campus 
jobs, which is a good thing for our univer-
sity.
But faculty and staff can do more! Im-
proved trainings on Blackboard for student 
employees and supervisors make informa-
tion accessible literally on demand. The 
modules have resources for students, fac-
ulty and staff, including  several online re-
sources such as the guide to hiring student 
employees, time entry and approval as well 
as top  practices that are used at other col-
leges and universities related to student em-
ployment. 
Overall, USM Student Employment is a 
benefit for everyone. Students obtain work-
force ready skills needed for the twenty-first 
century, while faculty and staff obtain stu-
dents who are smart, dedicated and ready to 
learn.  But before you hire a student, please 
make sure to evaluate your department 
needs, gather information about USM Stu-
dent Employment, participate in the Black-
board or UMS Academy trainings and ask 
around. Research what student jobs already 
exist, ask people who have hired student 
workers and learn from them. Lastly, think 
about how the job you propose impacts the 
overall student experience so that we can 
make student jobs more meaningful. 
To find student jobs at USM, go to the 
USM Career Connections website or visit 
the USM Career and Employment Hub, lo-
cated in 140 Luther Bonney. You can also 
make an appointment with a career advi-
sor by calling 207-228-8091 or sending an 
email to usmcareers@maine.edu.
Movie Date Ken experienced his first spring 
break this year…and what a time he had! You 
may have seen him on usmhealth’s Instagram 
page soaking up the rays. Back to Maine 
meant back to reality for Ken. Even though 
spring break may seem like a distant memory, 
it’s only been two and a half weeks. For Ken 
(and many others) that’s the perfect amount of 
time for chlamydia to rear its ugly head.
Should Ken be worried even if he doesn’t 
have symptoms? You bet he should. Sexu-
ally transmitted diseases (STD’s) rates are at 
record highs, according to the Centers for Dis-
ease Control (CDC). Here are some statistics 
from 2016 to soak up in addition to those sun 
rays Ken:
Tips for dealing with STDs
Photo courtesy of Residential Life




USM Student Employment Specialist
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The University of Southern Maine gener-
ates approximately 600 tons of trash, recycling 
and food waste per year. USM’s recycling rate 
(which is calculated by dividing the total tons 
of recycling collected/ total tons of recycling 
+ total tons of municipal solid waste – a.k.a. 
trash) is 55%. Although this rate is higher 
than the average recycling rate for the state of 
Maine, it tends to fluctuate daily and between 
campuses. Currently, ecomaine is the facility 
where USM sends its trash and recycling. The 
trash is incinerated to produce enough elec-
tricity to power 15,000 homes per year. The 
recycling goes through a maze of conveyor 
belts to be sorted based on the type of mate-
rial (i.e. plastics, paper, metal). Once sorted, 
each type is crushed into a 2-ton cube and is 
sold on the commodities market to companies 
that will create new items out of our old stuff! 
The value of these cubes or bales, fluctuates 
depending on the market. Food waste on the 
other hand, is hauled to Exeter Agri-Energy in 
Exeter, ME where it is put into an anaerobic 
digester to be broken down with cow manure. 
This breakdown creates fertilizer for farm 
fields, animal bedding, and electricity! This 
process is a part of a full food circle that we 
can be proud to be a part of. 
While most of the campuses are consistent 
with waste generation, it is the residence halls 
that have the most fluctuation in what is thrown 
away or recycled. One student may buy water 
bottles monthly while another might purchase 
a lot of food in wrappers. I live in Upperclass 
Hall on the first floor. My experience living 
there inspired me to take action to divert more 
materials from incineration and the landfill. I 
chose to recover food waste from going into 
the trash because food waste, like recyclables, 
is a valuable resource to our economy and has 
several higher uses. 
On March 5th I implemented a pilot pro-
gram. Each dorm room on the first floor re-
ceived a small green bin with a cover and a bag 
inside for students to collect their food waste 
in. When the bin is full, it can be brought to 
the floor’s recycling room and dumped in the 
food waste collection bin. Each day I record 
the weight of the bin. This program continues 
through the end of the semester upon which I 
will compile all my data, speak to floor resi-
dents, and create a report to summarize what I 
did and what I recommend for next steps.
One of USM’s sustainability goals is to in-
crease waste diversion to 70% by 2020 which 
includes diverting food waste and recycling 
from the trash. You can do your part to help 
USM reach its goal by knowing what can and 
cannot be recycled, always taking the time to 
put your waste in the correct bins around cam-
pus and in the Woodbury Café. To learn what 
can and cannot go, please visit https://usm.
maine.edu/sustainability
Staff Perspective
Connecting with potential 
mentors at USM
USM turns out to be home to highly knowl-
edgeable skilled leaders. If you are a student 
leader, considering a leadership position or 
perhaps you are tired of asking your parents 
for advice, I encourage you to seek out a men-
tor from our faculty and administrative talent 
pool.  For the sake of protecting said faculty 
and administration from a barrage of emails 
begging for their time, I will hold off identify-
ing too many specific people. 
Prior to enrolling at USM I sent an email to 
Professor Robert ‘Rob’ Sanford PhD. Chair of 
the Environmental Science and Policy depart-
ment. Professor Rob promptly replied to my 
request for a brief meeting and shortly after 
we toured Bailey Hall along with a student 
ambassador. I have a tremendous respect and 
admiration for Professor Rob for taking the 
time out of his day to share his point of view 
on internships, navigating my degree track all 
the while throwing in dry humour. 
Dr. James Masi is another remarkable men-
tor I adopted from the Environmental Sci-
ence department. Last semester he was my 
Renewable Energy professor. Dr. Masi listens 
intently, generously donates his time, knowl-
edge and advice on keeping calm in a world 
of chaos. However, my advice is not a science 
project and will not cost you anything except 
maybe changing the way you see the world at 
USM. 
It is helpful to look for specific similarities 
between you and a potential mentor that serve 
to enhance your educational experience. One 
of my motives in seeking mentorship, is to 
learn directly from a trusted leader who has 
my best interest in mind and one who offers 
their help in my success. A true mentor has an 
open door inviting you to connect on a regular 
basis that is flexible to both of you. Keep in 
mind our leaders are in paid positions and their 
time is valuable, and so is yours. Be sure not 
to assume our leaders are at your beckoning 
call, as this can be a deal breaker. There may 
be days, weeks or months before you receive 
an email or phone call when they are in work 
mode. 
A healthy and balanced relationship is first 
priority, and this goes both ways. Should you 
find that a potential mentor is demanding or 
unsympathetic to your needs, it is important to 
express your feelings in a polite manner leav-
ing no misunderstandings. Sometimes you 
may need to find another mentor which is not 
an indication of failure on your part. The tal-
ent pool is open year round and your unlimited 
dive pass is included with your paid tuition.
I would suggest reviewing the USM web-
page announcements to familiarize yourself 
with the attendees at the numerous lectures 
and networking events. These affairs are great 
opportunities where the awkward meter is 
near zero, especially when food is served. I 
find that senior leaders are less intimidating 
when everyone is hungry. Stay tuned for com-
munity events where students are invited on 
a first come first serve basis, such as Eggs & 
Issues, a monthly breakfast occasion extended 
to chamber members of the business com-
munity hosted by the Portland Chamber of 
Commerce. The breakfast is just one of PCC’s 
supportive systems of sharing information and 
services among individuals and groups with 
common interests. The Chamber’s website 
shows the next breakfast is April 10, 7:00AM-
9:00AM and the discussion topic is Integrat-
ing Immigrants Into The Community And 
Workplace. You’ll find a lot of potential men-
tors there such as, University of Maine School 
of Law Dean Danielle Conway, she was a fea-
tured speaker last fall.
Rather than conform to the mind-numbing 
habit of trolling the internet, commit some 
time to research a professor’s curriculum 
vitae. After reading my professors’ achieve-
ments my curiosity overflowed onto examin-
ing the educational and career history of their 
entire department. You may find your curios-
ity grows until you became eager to search 
further into faculty pages for several depart-
ments and find some real treasures. Notably 
commonalities will pop up and you begin to 
say, “I have to meet this person!” 
This semester just happens to be the final se-
mester for the professor I adopted as my ‘Jew-
ish Mama’, Dr. Susan Feiner. She is someone I 
trust for advice as do many other students. The 
return on investment of textbooks might get 
you so much as a donut and a cup of coffee. 
My point is identifying a mentor is as valu-
able as the tuition and fees you’re paying for 









In the United States there were 1.6 mil-
lion cases of chlamydia, in Maine there were 
4,159. There were approximately 470,000 
cases of Gonorrhea in the U.S., with 444 cases 
reported in Maine. For primary syphilis there 
was 28,000 cases in the U.S. and 47 cases in 
Maine.
For anyone who is sexually active, STD’s 
are something that needs to be a part of your 
wellness plan. Taking a little time to think 
about them proactively can prevent some re-
ally uncomfortable emotions and stress on the 
reactive side. Here are a few tips:
TALK – Have a conversation about STD’s 
with every partner you have and your health-
care providers. Remind your partners that the 
best way to prevent STD’s is to use condoms 
every time you have oral, vaginal or rectal in-
tercourse.
TEST - If you have had sex, get tested re-
gardless of your number of partners. Your 
healthcare provider will help evaluate your 
risk factors and determine what tests are ap-
propriate for you.  
TREAT – Some STD’s are curable once 
discovered. Your provider can help you get 
the appropriate medication. For STD’s that 
aren’t curable, there are treatments which 
your provider can discuss with you.  
April is STD Awareness month and the 
CDC has titled this year’s campaign “Treat 
me right.” We at USM Health Services are 
committed to this campaign and providing a 
safe place where students can share concerns, 
ask questions, get tested and treated if neces-
sary. We want to help you be as safe as you 
can be in your sexuality. That includes STD 
testing. Please come see us and start a con-
versation.  
For more information visit: cdc.gov/std/
sam/index.htm, our website at usm.maine.
edu/uhcs/health-services.
From STD on page 10
Staff and faculty provide insight 
and guidance to students
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UP FGQ ZKTTWC IG DW PKCIKYIUJ KI ZUII-
UCM K DKNN UC K ZUMZ KOJ, KOW FGQ K 
NGDYIWO?
And here is your hint: P = F
Every letter in a 
cryptogram stands for 
another letter. Use the 





















Search for the list of words in the grid of letters. 
Grab a pen and circle each word as you find them.
The object of a 
sudoku is to fill 
in the remaining 
squares so that 
every row, every 
column, and 
every 3 × 3 box 
contains each 
of the numbers 
from 1 to 9 
exactly once.





Level of difficulty: Medium
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The Film Club at USM was made 
with the idea that it could be an area for 
the film community to to share mov-
ies, grow contacts, and help each other 
if needed, according to Haley Depner a 
senior majoring in general biology and 
minoring in video and audio production, 
who is also the president and founder of 
the club. The Virginia native first got her 
start with film when she was 11 years 
old. She entered a video contest, com-
peting for a prize to visit the Australia 
Zoo. The theme of the video was how 
your dream would come true if you went 
to Australia Zoo. Depner made a video 
of her packing her things and telling her 
pet lizard he would have to stay behind, 
but instead the lizard stole the ticket and 
went to Australia while Depner stayed 
behind looking for her lizard. Years later 
she began to experiment with stop mo-
tion due to the lack of a video camera, 
making due with a still camera and toys. 
Depner expressed that she enjoyed 
stop motion because of the flexibility 
and smaller scale of it. On top of mi-
noring in video and audio production, 
when she can Depner makes short films, 
usually stop motion, using clay. Some 
of her favorite films match her interest 
in stop motion, two of them being The 
Corpse Bride and Caroline, two famous 
stop motion style movies. Outside of 
school, Depner is going to be working 
with Daniel Chaimowitz, a professor in 
the Communications and Media Studies 
Department on a film, using stop motion 
and special effects. “I really like to work 
with bending reality,” Depner said. “I 
think the best effects are the ones you 
don’t know are effects.”
Three years ago she founded the Film 
Club. “I did it because I wanted to go 
and have a place where students could 
come together to share different types 
of movies...as well as a place to net-
work,” Depner said. The Film Club has 
hosted open film nights and have col-
laborated with Sodexo for one of their 
upcoming events, an E.T. themed din-
ner. Last year there was a Jurassic Park 
themed dinner in which Sodexo catered 
with dinosaur-themed food and the club 
streamed movies on a projector. They 
want to continue to put on more public 
screenings like these to bring in more 
people. Two summers ago they went on 
an overnight camping trip to see movie 
screening at a drive-in theater. 
One big event the film club will be 
hosting is the Husky Filmfest in May 
for the first time. “Before it was anyone 
who submits a film gets screened, we 
upped the ante a little bit this year and 
we opened it up to students all around 
the globe and we’re getting lots of really 
awesome submissions,” Depner said. 
There will also be a jury of staff and fac-
ulty from USM, MECCA and SMCC. 
Unfortunately, events have been hard 
to put on since the club still needs a trea-
surer. Depner is hoping that upcoming 
events will help garner interest to fill 
that role, and to recruit people to help 
set up future events. Depner hopes that 
with a treasurer they could host more 
open movie nights so they can pay roy-
alties for the screenings and attract more 
people. She also would like to see dedi-
cated members have the opportunity to 
participate in film related workshops, 
attending film festivals and having the 
club cover the commissions.
■■ Monday,■April■9
 







Red Sox vs. Yankees Game
Gorham Campus
Brooks Student Center
Starts: 7 p.m. / Ends 10 p.m.
 
■■ Wednesday,■April■11
Reading the Verses Backward: 





Dinner and a Movie: E.T
Gorham Campus
Upper Brooks
Starts: 5:30 p.m. / Ends: 7:30 p.m.
 
■■ Friday,■April■13
USM Husky Day of Service
Portland Campus
Sullivan Gym




45 Wharf St, Portland
 Starts: 4 p.m. / Ends: 6 p.m.
■■ Sunday,■April■15
 
S’More Wine Please Again!
Eighteen Twenty Wines
219 Anderson St, Portland
Starts: 2 p.m. / Ends 5 p.m.
Community
Events
Want us to include your event?
dionne.smith@usmfreepress.org




Dionne Smith /■Community Editor
Haley Depner, the president and founder of the USM Film Club. She founded the 
club three years ago to have a common space for people to enjoy films.
“I really like to work with bending reality. I think 
the best effects are the ones you don’t know are 
effects.”
- Haley Depner
USM Film Club President
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Modern■facism■and■its■roots■in■the■United■States
Comparisons of facism between the past and the present
  As stated on the University of Southern 
Main website, “This year’s Convocation asks 
each member of our community to question 
ourselves, our society, our institutions and 
our leaders. As we interrogate our collective 
history, so we must also question the power 
structures that support and sustain the sys-
tems of oppression that limit equal access to 
freedoms and opportunities in our American 
democracy. What is the essence of liberty, if 
not the freedom of everyone--from the most 
privileged to the most vulnerable--to live as 
decent human beings, in America?” 
  On Thursday, April 5th, Christopher Vials, 
author and associate professor of English and 
the director of American studies at the Univer-
sity of Connecticut, came to USM to share his 
book, Haunted by Hitler: Liberals, the Left, 
and the Fight Against Fascism in the United 
States. He arrived with a mission to educate 
the audience on the topic of modern fascism 
and its roots in the United States.
Vials is initially from Houston, Texas. 
He attended the University of Texas with a 
double major in history and English and re-
ceived his Ph.D. at University of Massachu-
setts Amherst. Over the past five years, he has 
focused on fascism and anti-fascism in the 
United States. He is now co-editing with Bill 
Mullen, The U.S. Antifascism Reader, a book 
forthcoming from Verso Press. Vials has also 
appeared on NPR and PBS stations as well as 
CBC radio to discuss the topic of fascism in 
U.S. history. His current research includes the 
convergence of neoliberal temporality, narra-
tives of economic development, and imperi-
alism in contemporary U. S. culture, as well 
as antifascism and the cultural work of social 
movements on the political left and political 
right.
  The event was held at the Cohen Center of 
the Osher Map Library. Approximately thirty 
individuals attended the forum, including 
USM President, Glenn Cummings.
 Vials opened the convocation event with 
an introduction to his book on the history of 
United States fascism, which was published 
in 2014. In the book, he explores how fascism 
has manifested in the United States and how 
antifascism has evolved. Vials defined an an-
tifascist as, “someone who sees fascism as an 
immediate danger and a defining issue of their 
time... someone who devotes a significant 
amount of energy to stop it.” With a presenta-
tion of slides, he presented the history of fas-
cist movements in the United States and how 
the powerful movements impacted American 
history. He started off by talking about the 
Ku Klux Klan in the 1920s, stating that their 
national movement and lobbying helped to 
fundamentally reinvent immigration laws and 
created the category of “illegal alien.”
Vials continued into the 1930s era of 
Charles Coughlin and the “Christian Front” 
movement. Coughlin was a Roman Catholic 
priest who became a national celebrity during 
the Great Depression by hosting a popular ra-
dio broadcast where he promoted his church, 
his religious beliefs, and his political agenda. 
At the height of his reign, 1/3rd of Americans 
were tuned in to his broadcasts. Vials ex-
claimed that this movement was vast and dan-
gerous, with armed militia terrorizing people 
of the Jewish faith, but the power of the move-
ment kept the United States out of World War 
II for the time being.
 He stated that the third fascist movement 
in the United States was the White Citizens 
Councils and the anti-civil rights violence led 
by Asa Carter in the 1950s. Vials stated, “This 
gave rise to George Wallace and the American 
Independent Party from 1968 to 1972.
 The final fascist movement Vials spoke 
about was the Christian Right movement led 
by RJ Rushdooney , which began in the 1970s 
and continues to present day. He stated that 
this movement wrote the incentives of Bib-
lical law in 1973 and is the pioneer of the 
homeschooling movement.
 Vials stated that President Donald Trump’s 
political speech stresses nation, strength, 
power, leadership violence and race. “Trump 
is reproducing a fascist language that he is 
unconscious too. He has probably never read 
a history book in his life. He lacks histori-
cal knowledge of past leaders and is leading 
America in fascist rhetoric,” stated Vials. 
Adding to this topic, an older man in the 
crowd, Tim Wooten, a professor in the Rus-
sell Scholars program, stated that he played 
two videos side by side: one of Trump giving 
a speech and one of Mussolini. Wooten stated, 
“The body language and gestures of the two 
men making a speech were remarkably simi-
lar. It was frightening to watch.”
 When asked what can be done to com-
bat fascism in the United States Vials stated, 
“Anytime one supports equality, it makes 
fascism less and less possible. This can be 
achieved by being active and involved in our 
communities.”
To battle fascism, Vial founded the Anti-
Fascist Network at the University of Connect-
icut. The Anti-Fascist Network is a national 
organization that holds educational events on 
fascism and its history. Vials stated that the 
student club does mostly educational work, 
organizing panels and film nights, as well as 
protesting alt-right individuals who show up 
to events.
 The professor lived in Germany for two 
years teaching university students. He states 
that while in Europe he gained immense 
knowledge of fascism from Germany’s per-
spective, which opened up a lot of territory 
and insight for him. He believes that Germans 
have an excellent grasp of the concept. This 
experience was an urging factor in his deci-
sion to write his book and to start speaking 
out and educating Americans about fascism. 
Vials states, “I decided to start this research 
project on fascism because I found that Amer-
icans were starting to talk about fascism in 
silly ways. I became saddened and concerned 
by the fact that Americans don’t know what 
fascism is and don’t know how to recognize 
it. I found a need to educate people about the 
topic of fascism: what it is, what it isn’t, and 
the history behind it.”
He added that, “Teaching others about fas-
cism is important to me because we are not 
immune to fascism. Americans as a whole 
are not aware of how much fascism move-
ments have impacted American institutions 
and laws. I want people to walk away with a 
sense of what fascism and anti-fascism are so 
that they can recognize it in the country and 
do something about it.”
 English Professor of the Russell scholars 
program in Gorham, Tim Wooten, was drawn 
to the convocation event because his father 
served in World War II. He recalls his father 
telling him that a Ku Klux Klan headquarter 
mansion was once located at 449 Forest Ave 
in Portland, a current CVS pharmacy, just an 
eight-minute walk from the Portland campus. 
Wooten expressed the extreme power that the 
organization held over the people of Maine. 
He states, “At the time, there were not enough 
blacks to persecute in Maine, so the group tar-
geted and tortured various religious groups. 
My grandfather lived less than a block from 
the Klan headquarters in Portland and the Ku 
Klux Klan burned a cross on his front lawn. 
Wooten stated that fifteen years ago Neo-
Nazis arrived in Lewiston and attempted to 
persecute the Somalian immigrant popula-
tion. A huge group of counter-demonstrators 
met the Neo-Nazis in the gym of Bates Col-
lege in Lewiston, Maine. “So many citizens 
arrived to support the Somalian people in our 
community that they filled the gym to its max 
capacity, leaving a good number of support-
ers stuck outside,” stated Wooten. “I’m very 
proud to be a Maine citizen. We evolved into a 
state that is intolerant of hatred, and we come 
together and support each other in times of 
need. Most importantly, we stand for what 
is right.” He continued, “Vial’s lecture and 
slides presented were very effective in putting 
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The bad weather at the USM women’s la-
crosse game on Tuesday, April 4, didn’t stop 
the team from continuing their victory streak. 
By any standard is was a miserable day for 
outside sports being freezing cold, rainy and 
having occasional thunder throughout the day. 
Yet for some spring athletes, it just comes with 
the territory, and a little weather just means 
playing a little harder and digging in a little 
deeper. 
It takes a special mentality to overcome the 
cold, muscles take longer to warm up, hands 
and finger are stiff. Every part of the body 
wants to run for warmth, and in a sport like 
lacrosse, which is so physically demanding, 
even bumping bodies hurts a little more. How-
ever the energy and excitement coming from 
the Huskies on this day was contagious. 
From the first face off, USM was all out, 
communicating, cheering and looking to 
score. That’s been this team’s approach to 
every game. They go out and play with more 
energy and more passion than their opponents. 
USM women’s lacrosse are currently 4-1 in 
their last five games, sitting at 5-3 overall and 
0-1 in conference play. Scoring a total of 92 
goals and assisting on 39 for the season. To 
top it all off, this team has zero seniors on it. In 
fact with a roster of 32 total players, there are 
only five juniors. 
What this young team lacks in experience, 
they make up for us skill and athletic ability. In 
the first 20 minutes alone against Salem State, 
the Huskies jumped up 6-0, with goals from 
five different players. This speaks volumes for 
the depth of this young team. 
Junior Colleen Fleming (South Portland, 
Maine), scored first at the 24:37 minute mark 
and almost exactly a minute later sophomore 
Allison Irish (Lyman, Maine/Massabesic) 
scored the second. With each goal the Huskies 
became more energized, clearly having fun 
in the process, which is another quality that 
makes this squad enjoyable to watch. Junior 
Aliza Jordan (Gorham, Maine), would be the 
next to score for USM, followed by sopho-
more Ruth Nadeau (Bath, Maine), and then 
Jordan again, all by the minute mark. Sopho-
more Taylor Colangelo (Windham, Maine) 
was the next Husky to score, then Jordan and 
Irish each added one more to make a score of 
8-0 before the half was over. 
The Salem State Vikings’ lone goal came 
from junior Chelsea Smith (Tewksbury, 
Mass.)  with 4:36 left in the half, making it 8-1 
after 30 minutes of play. 
The Huskies started the second half the way 
they started the first, hot. Irish scored her third 
goal of the game at the 28:32 mark, and less 
than 30 seconds later Jordan got her fourth 
making it 10-1. 
Jordan and Irish have been a dynamic duo 
for the huskies this year. The two have com-
bined for 47 goals in 8 games, 25 coming for 
Jordan and 22 coming for Irish. The pair have 
proved impossible to stop on offense. Perhaps 
one of the best plays of the game was when 
Irish spun around one defender, and seam-
lessly scored in the process. 
Salem State senior Courtney Smith (Pea-
body, Mass.) scored the second goal for the 
Vikings near the 21 minute into the second 
half, only to have USM rookie Alex Farley 
(Buxton, Maine/Bonny Eagle) score the 11 
goal for the Huskies a minute later. 
The game would continue scoreless until 
senior Bridget Lawless (Swampscott, Mass.) 
and sophomore Isabel Silva (Lowell, Mass.) 
scored for the Vikings with less than seven 
minutes to play. Now 11-4 with 3 minutes left, 
Jordan who had checked out of the game, re-
turn and literally in what seemed like the same 
moment she ran back out on the field, scored 
her fifth and final goal of the game. 
First year head coach Ashley Durepo (UNH 
‘09) is perhaps the only person who can match 
the energy of her team. She comes alive on the 
sidelines and it’s clear her intensity and pas-
sion helps fuel the teams excellent play. After 
the game her voice was rasp from shouting. 
“Our defense has been huge for us, limiting 
good shot opportunities from the other team, 
and we need to take more care of possessions 
and if we can do that I’ll be happy, but I think 
that will come with more game experience,” 
said Durepo when asked about the keys to suc-
cess for this young team.
In total, the huskies had 28 shots on goal, 
and limited the vikings to 19 shots. Junior 
goalie Hala Van Nostrand (Granby, Conn.) 
finished with eight saves. This young team’s 
energy and drive pays off on both sides of the 
field as they out hustle their opponents. 
“It good for us to have two wins in a row 
under our belt, I think we sorta went back and 
forth with wins and when you have a young 
team, that can happen. We were able to put it 
all together, I think it was still a messy game 
because of the weather and not necessarily in-
dicative of how well we can play,” remarked 
Durepo after the game. 
Their next game is Wednesday, April 11, at 
Thomas College in Waterville Maine. 
This weeks athlete of the week goes to 
Junior Criminology major and Women’s 
Lacrosse player, Aliza Jordan. Jordan is a 
midfielder who is in her second year with 
the team. 
In a recent game n Apr. 2, Jordan had 
a career high of eight points in an 18-5 
Huskies victory over Husson University. 
Jordan scored five goals and added three 
assists, while also contributing to the team 
with six ground balls and two forced turn-
overs. 
Two days later, on Apr. 4 Jordan was 
back at it against Salem State, scoring five 
goals and one assist as she helped the team 
toward a 12-4 victory. Jordan added to her 
impressive statistics with four ground balls 
and five forced turnovers. 
Jordan is off to an impressive start this 
season, she leads the team with a stagger-
ing 25 goals and 39 points in only eight 
games played. Huskies Women’s Lacrosse 
has a record of 5-3 to begin the season and 
have won their last 4 of 5 games. Their next 
home game is on Apr. 14, against Western 
Connecticut State, start time is 11 a.m.
Athlete	of	the	week:	Aliza	Jordan
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